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ABSTRACT
Clinical attrition is about 30% from failure of drug candidates due to toxic side effects, increasing the drug development
costs significantly and slowing down the drug discovery process. This partly originates from the fact that the animal
models do not accurately represent human physiology. Hence there is a clear unmet need for developing drug toxicity
assays using human-based models that are complementary to traditional animal models before starting expensive clinical
trials. Organ-on-a-chip techniques developed in recent years have generated a variety of human organ models mimicking
different human physiological conditions. However, it is extremely challenging to monitor the transient and long-term
response of the organ models to drug treatments during drug toxicity tests. First, when an organ-on-a-chip model
interacts with drugs, a certain amount of protein molecules may be released into the medium due to certain drug effects,
but the amount of the the protein molecules is limited, since the organ tissue grown inside microfluidic bioreactors have
minimum volume. Second, traditional fluorescence techniques cannot be utilized for real-time monitoring of the
concentration of the protein molecules, because the protein molecules are continuously secreted from the tissue and it is
practically impossible to achieve fluorescence labeling in the dynamically changing environment. Therefore, direct
measurements of the secreted protein molecules with a label-free approach is strongly desired for organs-on-a-chip
applications. In this paper, we report the development of a photonic crystal-based biosensor for label-free assays of
secreted protein molecules from a liver-on-a-chip model. Ultrahigh detection sensitivity and specificity have been
demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Failure of drug candidates during clinical trials, late in the development pipeline, generates immense costs to the
pharmaceutical industry and slows down the drug development process. Toxic side effects of the drug candidates result
in about 30% of this clinical attrition 1. These failures partly result from the ineffectiveness of the animal models where
they fail to accurately represent human physiology 2, 3, 4. Hence there is a clear unmet need for human-cells based models
to complement traditional animal models for drug toxicity assays before the start of expensive clinical trials.
The latest developments in tissue engineering, biomaterials and microfluidics research have enabled the development of
microbioreactors that can grow human tissues in environments mimicking living systems 5, 6. These organ-on-a-chip
platforms present models allowing a more biomimetic human-cells based drug toxicity testing 7, 8, 9. However, a couple of
challenges arise when monitoring the transient and long-term response of tissues to drugs in a microbioreactor. The first
challenge lies in the miniaturization of the organ/tissue grown using the organ-on-a-chip technique. The miniaturization
of organoids reduces the amount of protein molecules and other biomarkers released from the tissue; resulting in the
need for a monitoring technique with a high sensitivity and requiring only a small sample volume. The second challenge
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is the inabilitty to use tradittional fluoresceence techniquees. Since the prrotein moleculles are dynamically and continuously
secreted overr long periodss of time, the ability
a
to obtain quantitativee measurementts throughout this
t
time is lim
mited by
photobleachiing. Although fluorescent proteins
p
may be
b used as reeporter biomarrkers to proviide real-time dynamic
monitoring 100, 11, 12, this tech
hnique may alteer the cells’ phhenotype and/oor the proteins being
b
monitoreed.
These challennges necessitaate a sensitive label-free techhnique of direcctly measuring the secreted protein
p
molecuules. The
label-free dettection mechan
nism discussedd in this paperr is based on a photonic crysstal in a total innternal reflectiion (PCTIR) configuuration with a unique
u
open microcavity
m
struucture. Ultrahiggh sensitivity and
a specificity in the measureement of
secreted albuumin levels from
m a liver-on-a--chip platform have been dem
monstrated.

2. MET
THODOLO
OGY
2.1 Design of
o liver-on-a-cchip system
13
The design and
a fabrication of the liver-onn-a-chip model is described in our recent publication
p
. In
I short, the biioreactor
consisted of the chambers and channels of
o the bioreacttor casted in poolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a bottom layyer of 3t layers of PDMS
P
coveredd poly(methyl methacrylate)
m
(
(PMMA)
(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate coatted glass, and two
yers (figure 1(a)). Photocroosslinkable gellatin methacryyloyl (GelMA) hydrogel coontaining
sandwiching the other lay
w bioprinted directly into the
t bioreactor and crosslinkeed using UV light (figure 1((b)). The
HepG2/C3A hepatocytes was
bioreactor was
w continuouslly perfused wiith Dulbecco’ss modified Eaggle medium (D
DMEM) with 10 vol.% fetaal bovine
serum (FBS)) at a flow ratee of 200 μL h-1 for up to 5 days. The cellls were continuuously adminiistered with 100 mM of
acetaminophen (APAP) an
nd incubated att 37o C with 5%
5 CO2. On days
d
0, 1, and 5 the media was
w collected from
f
the
bioreactor for measurementts.

Figure 1. Liver-on-a-chip
p system: (a) 2 PMMA sheets, tigghtened by screw
ws, hold the PDM
MS top layer andd glass bottom laayer
A liver cells embedded in GelMA
A bioprinted on the
t microbioreacctor.
together. (b) HepG2/C3A

2.2 Design and
a fabricatio
on of PC-TIR sensor
Fabrication methods
m
and th
heoretical calcuulations for thee design of thee PC-TIR bioseensor were discussed in our previous
p
research 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. To summarize, thhe sensor consiisted of a PC sttructure under a cavity layer and PDMS waas bound
to the sensorr surface formiing microchannnels. The PC structure, as shown in figuree 2(a), had fivve alternating layers
l
of
titania and silica fabricated on BK7 glass using electronn-beam physicaal vapor deposiition. The thickkness of the tittania and
w 89.8 and 307.2
3
nm respeectively, leadinng to a 64o inciident angle of a probe light innto the substraate of the
silica layers was
sensor. This PC structure was
w covered byy 382 nm of silica and 10 nm
m of silicon too form the cavvity layer. As shown
s
in
t probe light was an s-polaarized Helium-N
Neon laser whhich was spatiaally filtered, exxpanded to 10 mm,
m and
figure 2(b), the
then focusedd by a cylindriccal lens into a line crossing the
t microchannnels on the sennsor surface. The
T reflected beeam was
then collimatted with anoth
her cylindrical lens onto a CCD
C
camera. The
T resonant angle
a
of the seensor for each channel
produces a dark
d
line in the image captureed by the CCD
D camera. Bindding events on the sensor surfface cause shiffts in the
positions of these
t
dark liness.
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Figure 2. PC-TIR sensor: (a) Photonic crystal structure with open cavity. (b) Schematic diagram of a PC-TIR experimental
setup with image of resonant dark lines captured by the CCD camera.

2.3 Functionalization of the PC-TIR sensor
To allow biomolecular immobilization, 2% (v/v) 3-aminopropyltiethoxysilane (APTES) in ethanol was flowed across the
sensor surface for 25 minutes, followed by a 40 minute ethanol wash and drying overnight. The sensor was then
functionalized for 20 minutes with 50 mM goat anti-human albumin in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). This was
followed by 20 minutes of 3x diluted steelhead salmon serum (SEA) in PBS to block possible nonspecific binding sites.
2.4 Binding assays with the PC-TIR sensor
Samples were injected into the channels for 20 minutes followed by a PBS wash, while images were recorded using a
CCD camera every 40 seconds.

3. MEASUREMENTS
An image was taken as a reference from an empty channel for the purpose of removing the background noise. To
determine the position of each dark line, each channel was split into 3 horizontal segments, whose intensities were
vertically summed and then fitted to a Lorentzian function. For each channel, the displacement of the dark line in each
segment was used to find the dark line’s average displacement and standard deviations. The resonance shift was then
measured as the difference in displacement of the dark line before and after the sample was flowed across the sensor. We
flowed water through one of the channels and subtracted its resonance shift from the others to account for shifts due to
changes in environmental factors like temperature.
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Figure 3. Light intensity profile of a channel after subtraction from the reference channel. The peak was the dark line in the
channel image. To find the center of the dark line, the profile was fit to the Lorentzian function (equation 1).
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∗

I

(1)

4. RESULTS
To carry out our measurem
ments, samples obtained from
m bioreactors onn various days were dispenseed onto the sennsors. As
hift due to albbumin bindingg significantlyy increased staarting from daay 1 after cultture and
expected, thee resonance sh
continued to increase throu
ughout the rest of the period tested
t
in our livver-on-a-chip devices
d
(figuree 4). This indicated that
w
metabolically active. It was further obbserved that thhe cells treatedd with 10
the liver orgaanoids remaineed alive and were
mM acetamiinophen showeed slightly low
wer albumin prroduction at daay 5, indicatinng reduced celll survival duee to drug
treatment. Thhis was also confirmed
c
by a live/dead cyttotoxicity assaay that qualitattively showed similar cell viabilities
between the two cell group
ps (figure 5). However,
H
no significant
s
diffference in drugg-induced cell death was obsserved at
o APAP.
this dosage of
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Figure 4. Albumin levels in media from liver-on-a-chip
l
o different dayss after bioprinting cells onto the chip. Day 0 wass
on
ugh the organ-onn-a-chip system before printing the
t liver tissue innside.
from meddia flowing throu

Figure 5. Live/dead assay
y showing the viability of HepG22 cells in the liveer bioreactor at day
d 1 and day 5 following drug
treatmentt.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A label-free biosensor for organ-on-a-chip drug toxicity assays has been successfully developed using a photonic crystal
structure in a total internal reflection configuration. The open microcavity formed by this configuration allowed the
sensor surface to be easily functionalized, was easily accessible by analytes, and simplified the fabrication of
microfluidic channels. The label-free biosensor was able to monitor the transient and long-term response of
microbioreactor tissues to drugs. The experimental results confirmed the possible use of a PC-TIR sensor in human-cells
based organ-on-a-chip drug toxicity models in conjunction with the current animal models.
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